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Robust Economic Model Predictive Control of
Continuous-time Epidemic Processes
Nicholas J. Watkins, Cameron Nowzari, and George J. Pappas
Abstract—In this paper, we develop a robust economic
model predictive controller for the containment of stochastic
Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Vigilant pSEIV q epidemic pro-
cesses which drives the process to extinction quickly, while
minimizing the rate at which control resources are used. The
work we present here is significant in that it addresses the
problem of efficiently controlling general stochastic epidemic
systems without relying on mean-field approximation, which
is an important issue in the theory of stochastic epidemic
processes. This enables us to provide rigorous convergence
guarantees on the stochastic epidemic model itself, improving
over the mean-field type convergence results of most prior
work. There are two primary technical difficulties addressed
in treating this problem: (i) constructing a means of tractably
approximating the evolution of the process, so that the designed
approximation is robust to the modeling error introduced by the
applied moment closure, and (ii) guaranteeing that the designed
controller causes the closed-loop system to drive the SEIV
process to extinction quickly. As an application, we use the
developed framework for optimizing the use of quarantines in
containing an SEIV epidemic outbreak.
Index Terms—Epidemic Processes, Model Predictive Control,
Networked Systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The modern study of epidemic models has been intense for
the past several decades, with work dating back to the 1970s
[1], and a slew of recent results from the control commu-
nity coming in recent years [2]–[14]. Potential applications
include message passing in complex wireless networks [5],
competition between multiple mimetic behaviors in social
networks [15], and the spread of biological disease [16]–
[19]. A recent review of the control of epidemic processes
can be found in [20].
An important problem in the field is understanding how
to efficiently control epidemic processes in such a manner
so as to be able to provide rigorous performance guarantees
on the statistics of the process. This problem arises from
the complexity inherent in networked epidemic systems: the
stochastic dynamics which describe the fundamental aspects
of the process entangle the components of the system’s
state, making their analysis inherently difficult. For suffi-
ciently simple epidemics, such as the Susceptible-Infected-
Susceptible pSISq process, using a mean-field type moment
closure, in which the second-order moments of the system
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are approximated by products of first-order moments, yields
dynamics which provide an upper-bound for the expectation
of the stochastic process [21]. In general, this is not the case.
Indeed, even for simple models with multiple compartments,
simulations have shown standard mean-field approximations
to be unreliable proxies for the statistics of the underlying
stochastic process (see, e.g., [22]). As such, it remains a sci-
entifically interesting question to develop control techniques
for stochastic epidemic networked processes for which we
can make rigorous claims about the statistics of the process.
As the types of controls available to authorities for the
prevention of disease are often costly, understanding well
how to optimize control resource use while still guaranteeing
that the epidemic will end quickly is of critical importance in
mitigating the effect of future epidemic threats, such as the
predicted increase in endemic diseases due to climate change
[23], or the emergence of drug-resistant superbugs [24], [25].
There are two approaches considered in prior work con-
cerning the control of stochastic epidemic models without
mean-field approximation. In one approach [12], [13], authors
study policies which vary the healing rates of the nodes in
the graph according to some computed priority order, wherein
infected nodes with higher priority are treated before others.
These works guarantee that if sufficient healing resources
are available, such a policy can control the SIS epidemic to
the disease-free state quickly. In the other approach [14], a
model predictive controller is developed which controls the
statistics of a discrete-time SIS epidemic directly by varying
the processes’ spreading parameters. As model predictive
control is an important paradigm in control theory with many
successful applications in diverse fields (see, e.g. [26]–[29]
and the references therein), and it is unclear if the priority-
order strategies of [12], [13] can be extended to more general
settings efficiently, we work on generalizing the approach of
[14] here to the setting of continuous-time epidemics.
The primary contribution of this paper is the development
of a robust economic model predictive control scheme for the
stochastic continuous-time SEIV process which allocates
control resources to the spreading network so as to minimize
the resource consumption rate realized by the controller,
while providing a strong theoretical convergence guarantee
that the disease will be eliminated from the network quickly.
This is the first paper to use model predictive control in
the context of epidemic containment for continuous-time
epidemic processes, and one of the first papers to develop
feedback controls for continuous-time stochastic epidemic
processes. With respect to our earlier work [14], the text
2presented here differs in that it considers the control of
continuous-time epidemic processes, wherein propagating
the uncertainty of the system is inherently difficult, and
rigorous arguments concerning the convergence of the closed-
loop system are more difficult to develop. The two key
technical difficulties encountered in addressing this task are
(i) providing a rigorous moment-closure approximation of
the SEIV process which provides bounds of its statistics,
and (ii) providing a convergence analysis of the process
when evolving under the designed model predictive controller
which guarantees that the amount of time that passes until
the process is disease-free is small.
It is important to underline that we believe the closure
techniques presented here will generalize to further epidemic
models readily, as will the convergence arguments used. We
expect that the framework presented here will provide a
fertile avenue for future research, providing a framework in
which problems studied in prior works considering only the
mean-field regime (such as [2]–[11]) can be readily extended.
Organization of Remainder: The remainder of the
paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we detail the
SEIV epidemic model, the control architecture, and the
problem statement. In Section III, we develop a moment
closure for the SEIV epidemic model which provides the
robust approximation guarantees which are required for the
implementation of the desired control scheme. In Section
IV, we perform a convergence analysis of the developed
controller. In Section V, we apply the developed controller
to a problem of minimizing the number of nodes put into
quarantine in order to guarantee a specified exponential decay
of the number of exposed and infected nodes in the system.
In Section VI, we summarize the main results of the paper,
and comment on avenues for future work. ‚
Notation and Terminology: We use Rě0 to denote the
set of non-negative real numbers, and Zě0 denote the set of
non-negative integers. We denote by rks the set of the first
k positive integers, i.e. rks fi t1, 2, . . . , ku, and by rks0 the
first k ` 1 natural numbers, i.e. rks0 fi t0, 1, 2, . . . , ku. We
let ei denote the i’th column of an identity matrix, with the
appropriate dimension inferred from context.
We denote by ErXs the expectation of a random variable
X. Note that when the measure of the expectation is clear
from context, we omit it. When necessary, we explicitly
include it as a subscript of the operator, i.e. EµrXs is the
expectation of X with respect to the measure µ. When
clear from context, we omit the initial condition Xp0q of
a stochastic process. ‚
II. MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we formally develop the model and the
problem we study in this paper. The particular construction
of the SEIV process we present here is our own, however
the final system we arrive at is the same SEIV model
as studied in prior work (see, e.g., [3], [30]). Note that
while epidemic models are inherently general mathematical
abstractions which may be studied in a variety of contexts,
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Fig. 1: A compartmental diagram of the SEIV process. The
transition process for node 4 is explicitly illustrated, where the
measures of the contact processes are included to indicate which
process determines which transition, as described in Section II-A.
the language we use throughout the paper is made specific
to the context of biological epidemics for simplicity.
A. Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Vigilant Model
We consider the dynamics of a general Susceptible-
Exposed-Infected-Vigilant (SEIV ) epidemic model. In this
model, each agent in a population is represented in a directed
n-node spreading graph G “ pV , Eq by a particular node
i P V . At each time in the process, every node belongs to one
of a set of the model’s compartments. On an intuitive level,
each compartment represents the stage of infection in which
the agent currently resides. In the SEIV model, there are
four types of model compartments: susceptible (denoted by
the symbol S), exposed (denoted by the symbol E), infected
(denoted by the symbol I), and vigilant (denoted by the
symbol V ). When an agent is susceptible, we may think of it
as healthy. When an agent is exposed, we may think of it as
having recently come into contact with a contagious disease,
but without having yet outwardly displayed symptoms. When
an agent is infected, we may think of it as symptomatic.
When an agent is vigilant, we may think of it as actively
protecting itself against exposure to the disease.
We denote by Xptq a stochastic vector containing the
compartmental memberships of each node at time t. To make
the notation as intuitive as possible, we index Xptq in two
dimensions: one which indicates the compartment which is
being described, and the other the numerical label of the
node. As such, we denote by XCi ptq an indicator random
variable, taking the value 1 if node i is in compartment C,
where C is one of the symbols C P L fi tS,E, I, V u, and 0
otherwise. In this way, we see that for all times t, we have
that
ř
CPLX
C
i ptq “ 1 for all i, as each node belongs to
precisely one compartment at all times. We denote by X the
set of all possible states of the SEIV process.
Figure 1 provides an illustration of the SEIV process,
which can be posed as a system of Itoˆ integrals taken with
3respect to measures of independent Poisson processes as
dXSi “ X
V
i dPi ´X
S
i dVi
´
ÿ
jPNi
pXSi X
E
j dQij `X
S
i X
I
j dRijq,
dXEi “
ÿ
jPNi
pXSi X
E
j dQij `X
S
i X
I
j dRijq ´X
E
i dSi,
dXIi “ X
E
i dSi ´X
I
i dUi,
dXVi “ X
I
i dUi `X
S
i dVi ´X
V
i dPi,
(1)
where Ni is taken to be the set of in-neighbors of node
i on G, dPi is the probability measure induced by the
Poisson process generating transition events which take node
i from vigilant to susceptible, dQij is the probability measure
induced by the Poisson process generating transition events
which take node i from susceptible to exposed through con-
tact with node j when j is exposed, dRij is the probability
measure induced by the Poisson process generating transition
events which take node i from susceptible to exposed through
contact with node j when j is infected, dSi is the probability
measure induced by the Poisson process which generates
transition events which take node i from exposed to infected,
dUi is the probability measure induced by the Poisson
process generating transition events which transition node i
from infected to vigilant, and dVi is the probability measure
associated to the Poisson process which generates transitions
from susceptible to vigilant.
We wish to control the process detailed by (1) through
the dynamics of its expectation. As such, we must formally
derive the expectation dynamics of (1), which after some
technical arguments (see Appendix A) can be shown to be
dErXSi s
dt
“ αiErX
V
i s ´ ξiErX
S
i s
´
ÿ
jPNi
pβijErX
S
i X
E
j s ` γijErX
S
i X
I
j sq,
dErXEi s
dt
“
ÿ
jPNi
pβijErX
S
i X
E
j s ` γijErX
S
i X
I
j sq
´ δiErX
E
i s,
dErXIi s
dt
“ δiErX
E
i s ´ ηiErX
I
i s,
dErXVi s
dt
“ ηiErX
I
i s ` ξiErX
S
i s ´ αiErX
V
i s,
(2)
where αi, βij , γij , δi, ηi, and ξi, are the rates of the
processes associated to dPi, dQij , dRij , dSi, dUi, and
dVi respectively, and are termed the spreading parameters.
The dynamics (2) are a central object of study in this paper.
In particular, a major difficulty in typical epidemic control
problems is in reconciling the fact that the induced first-
moment dynamics (2) are not closed, as they rely explicitly
on the second-order moments ErXSi X
E
j s and ErX
S
i X
I
j s, for
which we do not have explicit dynamics. Moreover, it can
be shown that the dynamics of the second-order moments
depend on third-order moments, and so on until the dynamics
entail the expectation of all 4n possible combinations of
node-compartment states (see, e.g. the construction in [31,
X u
SEIV
Θpaq
a
Fig. 2: A diagram of the control architecture studied in this paper.
The stateX of the process is observed by a controller u, which then
applies an action a to the SEIV process, which induces the set of
spreading parameters Θpaq used to propagate the process forward.
Section 5]). Because of this, there is no known technique
for propagating the exact expectations of the SEIV process
forward in time tractably, and techniques for closing (2)
by approximating the second-order moment terms - called
moment closures - are typically employed. One contribution
of this work is a novel moment closure which provides over-
and under- approximations of compartmental membership
probabilities for each node and every compartment, presented
in Section III.
B. Control Architecture
We control the spreading network of the SEIV process by
way of applying control actions to the spreading graph of the
process. That is, our model assumes the existence of a set of
control actions A, about which we assume that each action
a fully determines the set of spreading parameters through a
known map
Θpaq “ tαpaq, βpaq, γpaq, δpaq, ηpaq, ξpaqu,
and the cost of applying action a is given by Cpaq, where C
is a known function. We study the case in which actions are
applied to the network on some predefined set of times T∆t fi
tt P Rě0 | t “ ∆tk, k P Zě0u. The particular action applied
is computed by the controller u after observing the state of
the system X, where the computation performed is done so
as to minimize the economic cost realized by the controller,
while still providing some stability guarantee (see Section
II-C). Thus, our controller functions as a sampled-data model
predictive controller for the continuous-time SEIV process.
A diagram presenting this architecture is given in Figure 2.
Whenever the controller decides to change the applied
action to a, the parameters of the process dynamics (2)
change to αipaq, βijpaq, γijpaq, δipaq, ηipaq, and ξipaq,
respectively, where each value is assumed to be finite, is
implicitly defined byΘ, and remains constant between update
times. Note that in the remainder of the paper, we will
think of the application of a control action as inducing a
probability measure which propagates the process forward;
for convenience, we notate this measure Θpaq, as it should
cause no confusion.
In an application, the set A should be chosen so as to repre-
sent the types of actions a planner can take in order to effect
the evolution of the epidemic, e.g. distributing medication,
investing in awareness advertisement, or assigning people to
quarantines. The parameter map Θ should be defined to take
each possible control action, and produce the particular set
of spreading parameters induced by the action. One should
4expect that giving a person medication should set her healing
rate δi to a high value, whereas investing in advertisement
will set the rate at which a node transitions to the vigilant
state (i.e. ξi) to a high value, and quarantining a node will
result in deleting some connections from the graph (i.e.
setting βij and γij to 0) due to persons who ordinarily come
into contact with each other not doing so any longer.
We assume that A is discrete and has at most finitely many
elements, and that Cpaq is finite for all a P A. Note that these
assumptions do not play a major role in the text - they do
not influence our main results (Theorem 3 and 5) whatsoever.
They make the problem setting more concrete, and allow us
to define an appropriate optimization method easily, when
examining the example application provided in Section V.
Note that there are many works which have studied model
predictive control with discrete control actions which precede
this text [32]–[37]. As such, this feature should not be
considered a primary contribution of the work. In particular,
the presence of discrete inputs does not materially change
stability analysis significantly in many circumstances, as
pointed out in [36]. We believe extending the results in this
paper to different action spaces to be straightforward.
C. Economic Model Predictive Control
In contrast to traditional forms of model predictive control,
economic model predictive control (EMPC) focuses on de-
veloping methods which optimize the economic performance
of a system, while still guaranteeing underlying system
properties such as stability (see [27], [37]–[46] for relevant
background). The controller we study in this paper is an eco-
nomic model predictive controller which applies feasible, but
possibly suboptimal, solutions to the optimization problem
minimize
aPA
tCpaq | JpXptq, aq ď 0u, (3)
at all times t in the set of sampling times T∆t fi tt P
Rě0 | t “ ∆tk, k P Zě0u. The role of (3) in the closed-loop
evolution of the controlled SEIV process is in automatically
generating actions from an implicit, nonlinear control law
umpc which limits the rate at which economic costs are in-
curred by the applied actions while still guaranteeing stability.
Our role in designing the EMPC is in crafting an opti-
mization problem of the form (3) such that applying actions
which are feasible to (3) at all times t in T∆t, the closed-
loop behavior of (2) will drive the disease out of the network
quickly - say, in an expected amount of time which grows
linearly with the size of the initial infection. To this end, we
focus on the case in which the stability constraint function
JpXptq, aq takes the form
JpXptq, aq fi EΘpaqrℓpXpt`∆tqq ´ ℓpXptqqe
´r∆t|Xptqs,
(4)
where ℓ is defined as the total number of exposed and infected
nodes in the network, i.e. ℓpXq fi
ř
iPV X
E
i `X
I
i , and r is
a chosen positive constant describing the desired decay rate
of the closed-loop system. The constraint JpXptq, aq ď 0,
which we refer to as the stability constraint, is a common fea-
ture of nonlinear and economic model predictive controllers
(see [47, Section 3] and [27, Section 3.3], respectively),
though the choice of stability constraint function varies de-
pending on the context. Ensuring that the stability constraint
is satisfied whenever an action is updated plays a central role
in our control by guaranteeing an appropriate notion of decay.
While in full generality, it may be difficult to find a control
action which is feasible to (3), we assume that the controller
has access to a stabilizing auxiliary control law uaux which
provides such an action at any state. Note that this assumption
is common in the nonlinear and economic model predictive
control literature (see [47, Section 3] and [27, Section 3.3],
respectively), due to the abject difficulty of solving (3) to
global optimality caused by the nonconvexity induced by the
nonlinearity of the dynamics. Moreover, in the context of
epidemic containment, we expect finding such controllers to
be easy: if we are distributing medication, we may give med-
ication to everyone, if we are distributing protective clothing,
we may give protective clothing to everyone, if we are
deciding who to quarantine, we may quarantine everyone. In
all such cases, if we do so, the epidemic will die out quickly.
This is to say that in the context of epidemic containment, we
expect that the interesting problem is not generally in finding
an abstract control law which will eliminate an epidemic
quickly, it is in determining how to apply control actions
efficiently, so as to use a nontrivial amount of economic
resources while still ensuring fast disease elimination.
D. Problem Statement
We address the problem of constructing a robust EMPC
for the SEIV process which guarantees that the epidemic
attains membership in the set of disease free states quickly,
while limiting the rate of resource consumption incurred
by the actions applied by the controller. Our work here
is focused on addressing two key difficulties which arise
from applying economic model predictive control to epidemic
containment: (i) approximating the evolution of (2) so as
to have a robust approximation of the evolution of the
processes’ compartmental membership probabilities under a
fixed control action a, and (ii) analyzing the convergence of
the closed-loop process so as to provide a rigorous guarantee
that the disease will be eliminated from the network quickly.
The difficulty of item (i) arises from the fact that in
order to induce the desired decay property, the function
JpXptq, aq must include information about the future ex-
pected state of the process, conditioned on the current state
of the process and the action applied, i.e. a term of the
form EΘpaqrℓpXpt`∆tqq|Xptqs, where ℓ is an appropriately
chosen function. Approximating such a function in a manner
that guarantees that (3) is feasible requires that we construct
a moment closure that can provide a rigorous upper-bound on
EΘpaqrℓpXpt`∆tqq|Xptqs, which is not a property guaran-
teed by any prior moment closure techniques. We construct
a novel moment closure with this property in Section III.
The difficulty of item (ii) arises from the fact that
the stability results which are typical to MPC literature
prove asymptotic convergence to a connected, compact set
which contains the origin (see, e.g. [26]–[29] and references
5therein). Such a result is not useful in our context. In general,
converging to a set even at an exponential rate does not
guarantee that a given process ever enters the set. As the
SEIV process attains membership in the disease-free set in
finite time almost surely under all but the most pathological
control laws, it is primarily of interest to study how quickly
it enters the set of disease free states, which motivates the
novel convergence analysis presented in Section IV.
III. ROBUST MOMENT CLOSURE FOR SEIV
In this section, we construct a robust moment closure
approximation for the SEIV process. Essentially, this is
a method for computing an outer approximation to the
set of solutions of (2), which we cannot solve directly
due to the second-order moments ErXCi X
C1
j s not having
known, analytic expressions. The method we develop en-
ables rigorously approximating conditional expectations of
the form EΘpaqrℓpXpt ` ∆tqq|Xptqs, which are necessary
in order to enact the EMPC scheme detailed in Section
II-C, as they are required to evaluate the feasibility of (3).
Note that here, we only explicitly deal with approximating
EΘpaqrℓpXpt`∆tqq|Xptqs as defined in Section II-C. This
is for brevity, as the techniques can be extended to other
choices with more complicated analysis.
The moment closure technique in this section is novel,
and has the property that the compartmental membership
probabilities of the system are bounded by known quantities
for all time, in contrast to prior work. In particular, most prior
works in epidemic control literature use a mean-field type
moment closure (see, e.g. [31]), which replaces terms of the
form ErXCi X
C1
j s with the products ErX
C
i sErX
C1
j s. While
such an approximation may work well for sufficiently simple
epidemic models [21], in general this approximation gives no
rigorous accuracy guarantee, and there are known systems for
which such moment closures result in poor approximations
of the statistics of the underlying system [22], [48]. Note
that nothing formal is known about the quality of mean-field
approximations for the SEIV process studied here.
One may imagine that applying more sophisticated types
of known moment closure techniques to epidemic processes,
such as variants of derivative-matching methods [49]–[52],
may avoid this issue. However, this is not the case. Such tech-
niques give only weak guarantees of accuracy with respect
to propagating uncertainty forward in time. In particular,
the dynamics resulting from such closures are guaranteed
to be close to the true dynamics in a neighborhood of
the initial condition used to generate the approximation.
Such a guarantee is not appropriate for our application, as
we must be able to guarantee that our approximation of
EΘpaqrℓpXpt`∆tqq|Xptqs is an upper-bound of its true value
in order to asses the feasibility of (3) to guarantee stability.
A. Fre´chet Moment Closure of Moment Dynamics
We begin our formal developments by constructing a naı¨ve
robust moment closure for the SEIV expectation dynamics
(2). To present the developed system in a concise manner, we
first introduce notation for the operators which characterize
Fre´chet inequalities. These play a central role in our results.
Lemma 1 (Fre´chet Inequalities [53]) Define the operators
Fℓpy, zq fi maxt0, y ` z ´ 1u, and Fupy, zq fi minty, zu.
Let Pr be a probability measure on some event space Ω, and
let A and B be events defined on Ω. Then, it holds that
FℓpPrpAq,PrpBqq ď PrpA,Bq ď FupPrpAq,PrpBqq, (5)
where the notation PrpA,Bq denotes the joint probability, i.e.
the probability that the event tAXBu occurs.
The role of the Fre´chet inequalities in our development is
that of bounding error in the dynamics due to the entan-
glement caused by the appearance of cross-product terms
in (2). Note that the Fre´chet inequalities are the tightest
inequalities estimating joint probabilities which are func-
tions of only marginal probabilities, and are distribution-free
[53]. Note also that our indicator random variables XCi are
Bernoulli random variables, and so the expectation of their
product ErXCi X
C1
j s can be written as the joint probability
PrpXCi “ 1, X
C1
j “ 1q, making the Fre´chet inequalities
an appropriate tool for our later analysis. As we cannot
analytically propagate the distribution of (1) forward in time,
and our dynamics (2) only explicitly give us information
about marginal probabilities, this is the best we can get for
any given collection of marginals tErXCi suiPV,CPL.
To arrive at a crude approximating system, we use the
Fre´chet bounds to over-approximate the dynamics on the
states we designate as upper bounds, and under-approximate
the dynamics on the states we designate as lower bounds.
The resulting approximating dynamics, along with their ap-
proximation guarantee is given in the following result.
Theorem 1 (Fre´chet Moment Closure for SEIV ) Let
˜
xp0q “ Xp0q “ x˜p0q, and consider the solutions of the system
of nonlinear ordinary differential equations
9˜xSi “αix˜
V
i ´ ξix˜
S
i ´
ÿ
jPNi
βijFℓpx˜
S
i ,
˜
xEj q ´ γijFℓpx˜
S
i ,
˜
xIj q,
9
˜
xSi “αi
˜
xVi ´ ξi
˜
xSi ´
ÿ
jPNi
βijFup
˜
xSi , x˜
E
j q ´ γijFup
˜
xSi , x˜
I
j q,
9˜xEi “
ÿ
jPNi
βijFupx˜
S
i , x˜
E
j q ` γijFupx˜
S
i , x˜
I
j q ´ δix˜
E
i ,
9
˜
xEi “
ÿ
jPNi
βijFℓp
˜
xSi ,
˜
xEj q ` γijFℓp
˜
xSi ,
˜
xIj q ´ δi
˜
xEi ,
9˜xIi “δix˜
E
i ´ ηix˜
I
i ,
9
˜
xIi “δi
˜
xEi ´ ηi
˜
xIi ,
9˜xVi “ηix˜
I
i ` ξix˜
S
i ´ αix˜
V
i ,
9
˜
xVi “ηi
˜
xIi ` ξi
˜
xSi ´ αi
˜
xVi .
(6)
Then, for every compartment C P L and each node i P V ,
the inclusion ErXCi ptq|Xp0qs P
“
˜
xCi pt|0q, x˜
C
i pt|0q
‰
, holds
for all t ě 0, where
˜
xCi pt|0q and x˜
C
i pt|0q are used to denote
the under- and over-approximation of ErXCi ptq|Xp0qs with
respect to the dynamics (6), respectively.
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Fig. 3: A demonstration that the crude Fre´chet approximation
system given by (34) does not generate approximations such that
the estimates of compartmental membership probabilities remain
bounded in the unit interval, whereas the refined approximation
dynamics (10) does. This underscores the fact that when designing a
moment closure approximation, care must be taken to ensure that the
solutions of the resulting approximation system behave reasonably.
Proof : We state and prove an extension to the comparison
lemma (see, e.g., [54, Lemma 3.4]) in Appendix B, which
demonstrates a condition under which component-wise order-
ings are preserved under integration of the dynamics. This is
the central technical feature of the proof. Having established
an appropriate version of the comparison lemma, all that
remains to prove the theorem is to prove that the dynamics (6)
satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2, where the approximation
dynamics (6) are to be compared against the exact dynamics
(2). We show this in Appendix C, completing the proof. ˝
While the approximation dynamics given by (6) are tech-
nically correct and can be used to estimate EΘpaqrℓpXpt `
∆tqq|Xptqs rigorously, they are not without fault. In par-
ticular, we may note that they include no mechanism for
ensuring that the approximations remain bounded in the unit
interval. This means that there is no way of ruling out the
possibility that the solutions of the approximating dynamics
(6) become trivial at some time. Indeed, as demonstrated in
Figure 3, it is the case the approximations generated from this
system give upper-bounds which exceed one eventually, and
hence become trivial. This occurs because the error which
enters the approximating system is integrated through time
into the evolution of the approximations of the marginal
probabilities. Addressing this issue so as to guarantee that the
approximations always remain nontrivial requires a deeper
analysis, which comes in the following subsection.
B. Refining the Robust Fre´chet Moment Closure
We begin this subsection by introducing a proposition
which equips us with a formal test for determining when
one set of approximation dynamics is better than another, in
terms of set inclusion. The result is stated as follows:
Proposition 1 (Constructing Tighter Approximations)
Consider the functions
˜
f and f˜ defining the dynamics (6),
and let t
˜
x, x˜u be the solutions of (6). Suppose
¯
f and f¯ are
Lipschitz continuous functions on RpVˆLqˆ2 which satisfy
r
¯
fCi p¯
x, x¯q, f¯Ci p¯
x, x¯qs Ď r
˜
fCi p
˜
x, x˜q, f˜Ci p
˜
x, x˜qs (7)
on X¯Ci Y ¯
XCi for all pi, Cq P V ˆ L, where X¯
C
i is the subset
of points p
¯
x, x¯,
˜
x, x˜q of RpVˆLqˆ4 such that x¯Ci “ x˜
C
i , and
r
¯
xC
1
j , x¯
C1
j s Ď r
˜
xC
1
j , x˜
C1
j s holds for all pj, C
1q P VˆL, and
¯
XCi
is defined similarly. Then, the system
9¯x “ f¯p
¯
x, x¯q,
9
¯
x “
¯
fp
¯
x, x¯q,
(8)
with initial conditions
¯
xp0q “
˜
xp0q, x¯p0q “ x˜p0q has solu-
tions t
¯
x, x¯u which satisfy r
¯
xCi ptq, x¯
C
i ptqs Ď r
˜
xCi ptq, x˜
C
i ptqs
for all pi, Cq P V ˆ L and any time t ě 0.
Proof : See Appendix D. ˝
Proposition 1 gives a means for testing whether or not the
crude approximation given by (6) is improved upon by a
new candidate approximation, and is the main result we use
in developing a refinement of (6).
The most significant modification over (6) required to
ensure all estimates remain bounded to the unit interval for
all time is in ensuring the dynamics of each approximat-
ing upper-bound are non-increasing when the approximating
upper-bound is equal to one, and the dynamics of the
approximating lower-bound are non-decreasing when it is
equal to zero. To accomplish such an approximation, we
introduce complement bounds to the dynamics, which we
define formally as follows.
Definition 1 (Complement Bounding Operator) Let C P
tS,E, I, V u be a compartmental label of the SEIV spread-
ing process. We define the complement upper-bounding op-
erator associated to C as the nonlinear operator
B¯Ci y fi mint1´ x¯
C
i , yu. (9)
In essence, we see that improvements over (6) can be
made if we replace all instances of variables which can cause
unbounded growth with appropriate complement bounds. By
doing so systematically, we arrive at a better approximating
system, which we give here in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 (Refined Fre´chet Moment Closure of SEIV )
Let
¯
xp0q “ Xp0q “ x¯p0q, and consider the solutions of the
system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations
9¯xSi “αiB¯
S
i x¯
V
i ´ ξix¯
S
i ´
ÿ
jPNi
βijFℓpx¯
S
i , ¯
xEj q ´ γijFℓpx¯
S
i , ¯
xIj q,
9
¯
xSi “αi¯
xVi ´ ξi¯
xSi ´
ÿ
jPNi
βijFup
¯
xSi , x¯
E
j q ´ γijFup¯
xSi , x¯
I
j q,
9¯xEi “
ÿ
jPNi
βijFupB¯
E
i x¯
S
i , x¯
E
j q ` γijFupB¯
E
i x¯
S
i , x¯
I
j q ´ δix¯
E
i ,
9
¯
xEi “
ÿ
jPNi
βijFℓp
¯
xSi , ¯
xEj q ` γijFℓp¯
xSi , ¯
xIj q ´ δi¯
xEi ,
9¯xIi “δiB¯
I
i x¯
E
i ´ ηix¯
I
i ,
9
¯
xIi “δi¯
xEi ´ ηi¯
xIi ,
9¯xVi “ηiB¯
V
i x¯
I
i ` ξiB¯
V
i x¯
S
i ´ αix¯
V
i ,
9
¯
xVi “ηi¯
xIi ` ξi¯
xSi ´ αi¯
xVi
(10)
Then, for every compartment C P L and each node i P V ,
ErXCi ptq|Xp0qs P
“
¯
xCi pt|0q, x¯
C
i pt|0q
‰
Ď r0, 1s, (11)
and “
¯
xCi pt|0q, x¯
C
i pt|0q
‰
Ď
“
˜
xCi pt|0q, x˜
C
i pt|0q
‰
, (12)
7hold for all t ě 0, where
¯
xCi pt|0q and x¯
C
i pt|0q are used to
denote the under- and over-approximation ofErXCi ptq|Xp0qs
with respect to the dynamics (10), and
˜
xCi pt|0q and x˜
C
i pt|0q
are used to denote the under- and over-approximation of
ErXCi ptq|Xp0qs with respect to the dynamics (6).
Proof : See Appendix E. ˝
We can think of the process that we have used to arrive at
(10) from (2) as one of successively pruning the set of tra-
jectories permitted by the approximating systems. In the step
where we moved from (2) to (6), we used the Fre´chet prob-
ability bounds to constrain the set of trajectories our system
may admit as solutions to a superset of the set of probability
measures the Fre´chet approximations permit. In moving from
(6) to (10), we further restrict the set of solutions to those
which satisfy simple complementarity bounds. In so doing,
each step improved the accuracy with which the dynamics
are approximated. We now consider how to use (10) in order
to approximate the term EΘpaqrℓpXpt ` ∆tqq|Xptqs in the
constraint function.
C. Decay Constraint Approximation
It is obvious that if we set
¯
xp0q “ Xp0q “ x¯p0q and
integrate (10) over the interval r0, ts, we get that
EΘpaqrℓpXptqq|Xp0qs ď ℓpx¯ptqq (13)
holds. However, (13) is not the best approximation that can
be derived from the solutions of (10). The optimal approxi-
mation which can be obtained from propagating the dynamics
(10) can be found efficiently via linear programming, as we
state formally in the following result and its proof.
Theorem 3 (Optimal Approximation of Decay Function)
Let
¯
xp0q “ Xp0q “ x¯p0q, and consider the solutions p
¯
x, x¯q of
(10) evaluated at time t. It holds that
EΘpaqrℓpXptqq|Xp0qs ď ψpXp0q, aq fiÿ
iPV
mintx¯Ei pt|0q ` x¯
I
i pt|0q, 1´ ¯
xSi pt|0q ´ ¯
xVi pt|0qu,
(14)
where the bound is the tightest which can be derived from the
inclusions generated by integrating (10), and in particular is
pointwise tighter than the bound (13).
Proof : See Appendix F. ˝
From Theorem 3, we can see that while the states
of the dynamical system (10) are not themselves the
best approximation possible for the conditional expectation
EΘpaqrℓpXptqq|Xp0qs, the optimal approximation can be
defined as a nonlinear output function
ř
iPV mintx¯
E
i pt|0q `
x¯Ii pt|0q, 1 ´ ¯
xSi pt|0q ´ ¯
xVi pt|0qu, and can thus be computed
as efficiently as integrating the dynamics (10). Since we
may repeat the arguments used in support of Theorem 3
just as easily with the initial time taking the value t, it is
clear that we can efficiently compute an upper-bound on
EΘpaqrℓpXpt`∆tqq|Xptqs from any state, at any time. We
use this approximation scheme in a simulated application in
Section V, where we see (Figure 4) that the approximation
generates nontrivial approximations that are useful for con-
trolling the SEIV process.
IV. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the convergence of the con-
troller induced by applying suboptimal solutions of (3),
where we choose JpXptq, aq as in (4), and EΘpaqrℓpXpt`
∆tqq|Xptqs is approximated by the method described in The-
orem 3 (see Section III-C). Abstractly, we are most concerned
with ensuring that the epidemic attains membership in the set
of disease-free states quickly. To formalize this notion, we
define the elimination time of the process as follows:
Definition 2 (Elimination Time) The elimination time τelim
of an SEIV epidemic is the first time at which all nodes
are in neither the exposed nor the infected compartment,
i.e. τelim fi inftt ě 0 | ℓpXptqq “ 0u, where ℓpXptqq fiř
iPV X
E
i ptq `X
I
i ptq.
We seek a guarantee on the expected elimination time of
the SEIV process under the designed EMPC scheme. Since
the SEIV process, as well as most compartmental epidemic
processes in general, attains the disease-free set in finite time
almost surely under all but the most pathological control
laws, we must consider a strong notion of stability for it
to be meaningful. Here, we show that the expectation τelim
grows slowly with the size of the initial infection.
The analysis that we perform to arrive at an upper bound
for the expectation of the elimination time τelim relies criti-
cally on knowledge of the evolution of the expected number
of exposed and infected nodes in the graph. As such, we first
analyze this expectation (in Section IV-A), and then analyze
the expectation of the elimination time (in Section IV-B).
A. Bounding the Expected Number of Exposed and Infected Nodes
We find that the proposed EMPC method uniformly expo-
nentially eliminates the epidemic in expectation, with respect
to the set of sampling times T∆t, stated formally as follows.
Theorem 4 (Exponential Elimination Under EMPC) Let
Xp0q be the initial state of the SEIV process, choose any
r ą 0, and any ∆t ą 0. Suppose an auxiliary control policy
uaux exists such that
EuauxrℓpXpt`∆tqq|Xptqs ď ℓpXptqqe
´r∆t, (15)
for all t P T∆t. Then, the evolution of the SEIV process
under the policy umpc generated by the economic model pre-
dictive controller specified in Section II-C satisfies
Eumpc rℓpXptqq|Xp0qs ď ℓpXp0qqe
´rt, (16)
for all t P T∆t.Moreover, the bound (16) is tight.
Proof : See Appendix G. ˝
The proof of Theorem 4 follows from an induction ar-
gument, which makes appeals to the expectation decay con-
straint (15), fundamental tools from the theory of probability,
and the decay property encoded in the actions contained in
feasible set of (3) through the constraint JpXptq, aq ď 0.
8With respect to our problem, the principle importance of
Theorem 4 is in allowing us to rigorously analyze the
elimination time of the process, which we perform in the
following subsection.
B. Bounding the Expected Elimination Time
While it is intuitive that an SEIV process in which the
total count of exposed and infected nodes decays exponen-
tially quickly might have a small elimination time, there
is no immediately apparent link between the two concepts.
Moreover, the decay property guaranteed by Theorem 4 is
not uniform exponential elimination; the exponential decay
is only guaranteed on a countable subset of times. As such,
we may only infer anything about the expected number of
exposed and infected nodes on a small subset of times, and
must use this information to prove a result on the elimination
time of the process. We know of no previously published
technique for doing so in the literature, but fortunately it can
be done, as shown in the following result and its proof:
Theorem 5 (Bound on Expected Elimination Time)
Suppose theSEIV process evolves under the policy umpc gen-
erated by the EMPC method detailed in Section II-C, where
JpXptq, aq is defined by (4), and EΘpaqrℓpXpt`∆tqq|Xptqs
is approximated by the method detailed in Theorem 3. Then,
the expected elimination time satisfies
Eumpc rτelim|Xp0qs ď τ1 `
e´rτ1
1´ e´r∆t
∆tℓpXp0qq, (17)
where τ1 is the first time in the sampling time set such that the
expected number of exposed and infected nodes is less than
one, which can be shown to be
τ1 “
R
logpℓpXp0qqq
r∆t
V
∆t, (18)
where ras denotes the smallest integer larger than a, i.e. the
ceil of a.Moreover, the bound (17) is tight.
Proof : The essence of this argument relies on approximating
the integral which defines the expected elimination time.
The approximation occurs in three steps:(i) representing the
expectation as an integral of the distribution function of the
elimination time random variable, (ii) finding a convergent,
closed-form approximation to the distribution function of the
elimination time random variable, and (iii) evaluating the
integral of the approximated distribution function.
Since τelim is a non-negative random variable which takes
values on the real line, we may use the layer-cake represen-
tation of expectation to identify the equivalence
Eumpc rτelim|Xp0qs fi
ż 8
0
1´ Fτelimphqdh (19)
where Fτelim is the distribution function of τelim, i.e. Fτelimptq fi
Prpτelim ď tq. Since once ℓpXpτqq “ 0 for some τ, it
holds for all t ě τ, we have the identity Prpτelim ď tq “
PrpℓpXptqq “ 0q, which is equivalent to the expression
1´ Prpτelim ď tq “ PrpℓpXptqq ą 0q.
As such, we may construct an upper-bound on 1´Fτelimptq
by constructing an upper-bound on PrpℓpXptqq ą 0q. We do
so using the decay properties already proven of the designed
controller. In particular, Theorem 4 gives that
Eumpc rℓpXptqq|Xp0qs ď ℓpXp0qqe
´rt (20)
holds for all t P T∆t, and so we may upper-bound
PrpℓpXptqq ą 0q for all t P T∆t by the optimal value of
maximize
pPΨrns0
nÿ
k“1
pk (21a)
subject to
nÿ
k“0
kpk ď ℓpXp0qqe
´rt t∆t u∆t, (21b)
where tau denotes the largest integer smaller than a, and
Ψrns0 is the set of all possible marginal probability assign-
ments over rns0, so chosen because the number of exposed
and infected nodes in the graph must take value on rns0, and
the constraint (21b) enforces the expectation inequality (20).
Since the left-hand-side of inequality (21b) is least sensitive
to increases in p1 for any value pk with k ě 1, one may
show that the optimal value of (21) can be computed as
mint1, ℓpXp0qqe´rt
t
∆t u∆tu. Hence,
PrpℓpXptqq ą 0|Xp0qq ď mint1, ℓpXp0qqe´rt
t
∆t
u∆tu (22)
holds for all t P T∆t, where the bound (22) is tight.
Since the distribution function Fτelim is non-decreasing with
respect to t by definition, and 1 ´ Fτelimptq “ PrpℓpXptqq ą
0q, we have that PrpℓpXptqq ą 0q is non-increasing with
respect to t. Hence (22) holds for all times t ě 0. Thus, (19)
and (22) together imply the inequality
Eumpc rτelim|Xp0qs ď
ż 8
0
min
!
1, ℓpXp0qqe´rt
h
∆t u∆t
)
dh.
(23)
We now seek a closed-form expression of the right hand
side of (23). Defining τ1 as
τ1 fi inftt P Rě0 | ℓpXp0qqe
´rt t∆t u∆t ď 1u,
we can evaluate τ1 to satisfy the claimed identity (18), and
can then rewrite (23) as
Eumpc rτelim|Xp0qs ď τ1 `
8ÿ
j“
τ1
∆t
ℓpXp0qq∆t
`
e´r∆t
˘j
. (24)
Evaluating the tail of the geometric sum in (24) gives
Eumpc rτelim|Xp0qs ď τ1 `
e´rτ1
1´ e´r∆t
∆tℓpXp0qq,
which is as stated in the theorem’s hypothesis.
Finally, note that since the bound on the distribution
function Fτelim derived is optimal at all times among all
such bounds which use only the bound on the expected
number of exposed and infected nodes in the graph provided
by Theorem 4, and the bound provided by Theorem 4 is
itself tight, it follows as well that the upper bound (23) is
9optimal among all such guarantees that can be provided by
the designed EMPC. This completes the proof. ˝
Since (23) grows at worst linearly with respect to the
number of initially infected and exposed nodes in the graph,
the derived bound certifies that the designed EMPC scheme
eliminates the epidemic from the network quickly. Thus, the
problem stated in Section II-D has been appropriately solved.
Note that the proof given for Theorem 5 relies critically
on the fact that the expected number of infected and exposed
nodes decays exponentially quickly, as if this were not the
case, the approximation used for the integrand would not be
integrable, and the resulting approximation would be trivial.
Moreover, the argument relies on the topology of the state-
space of epidemic processes in order to guarantee that the
controller attains membership in the targeted set of states
quickly. Indeed, if it were not the case that the optimal value
of (21) is bounded away from one after only a short amount
of time, our attempt at approximating the expectation of
τelim meaningfully would fail as well. Since this occurs only
because ℓpXq must take values on the set rns0, it follows that
such a convergence argument will not generalize to EMPC
schemes on general state spaces, but will generalize to other
epidemic process readily, as all such processes taking place
on finite graphs evolve on finite state spaces.
Remark 1 (Use of Alternate Approximation Methods) As
noted in Section III, the motivation for constructing a ro-
bust moment closure as we have is to be certain that the
convergence guarantees we arrive at give us information
on the behavior of the statistics of the SEIV process.
By adequately accounting for the worst-case introduction of
approximation errors in the dynamics as we have, this goal
was accomplished. However, one may wish to use alternate
approximations of the dynamics in regions of the state space
wherein robustness is unimportant, in order to attempt to find
actions which improve cost performance.
For example, if for an n node graph, we partition X
into sets Wk “ tY P X | ℓpY q “ ku for each k P rns0,
we may decide to use a mean-field type moment closure
or a Monte Carlo simulation to approximate JpXptq, aq
when X P Yk˜k“0Wk for some k˜ ă n, and use the robust
approximations derived in Section III otherwise. In this
situation, the controller developed here will drive X into
Yk˜k“0Wk quickly whenever it leaves the set. That is, such
a controller will be guaranteed to keep the total number
of exposed and infected nodes below k˜ efficiently, and will
otherwise use other approximations in order to attempt to use
fewer resources. The math required to formalize and prove
the above claim is very similar to that which was used to
prove the convergence guarantees in this section, and as such
we will not present it here. ‚
V. APPLICATION: OPTIMIZING QUARANTINE USE
In this section, we present a concrete application for
the developed EMPC framework. Note that while we only
present one application here, the general principles contained
in Sections III and IV are not constrained to this context.
Indeed, whenever anyone should want to consider a new
application, all one needs to do is specify an action space
A, a parameter map Θ, an auxiliary control law uaux, and an
appropriate optimization method.
A. Quarantine Model for SEIV
We consider the problem of strategically removing nodes
from the spreading graph in order to efficiently drive an
SEIV epidemic to extinction quickly. This is a mathematical
model for the practical problem of deciding who to quar-
antine, and for how long, in the presence of an epidemic
contagion. Note that in the context of this problem, the max-
imum realized resource use rate is the number of quarantine
beds needed throughout the course of the epidemic, and as
such provides a reasonable index for evaluating the cost of
the controller. Furthermore, given that world governments are
currently in the process of providing disease control agencies
with sweeping authority to quarantine individuals exposed to
infectious disease (see, e.g., the recent U.S. bill [55]) despite
recommendations from the medical community (see, e.g.,
[56]), understanding the mathematics of when quarantining is
necessary for the control of a disease is of utmost importance.
We represent control actions here by an n-dimensional
vector a in which ai “ 1 if and only if the i’th node is
removed from the spreading graph (i.e., quarantined), and
ai “ 0 otherwise. With this notation, we may represent our
action space as A “ t0, 1un. We model quarantining a node
by removing its outgoing edges from the spreading graph, i.e.
we have for all pairs pi, jq, the exposure rates have the func-
tional forms βijpajq fi β¯ij´β¯ijaj , and γijpajq fi γ¯ij´γ¯ijaj ,
where each aj is restricted to the set t0, 1u. For simplicity,
we assume that cost of quarantining nodes is additive, and so
may be represented as Cpaq fi
ř
iPV ai. In this context, the
value of the cost function evaluated for a particular control
action a is representative of the number of beds required
to implement the quarantine strategy. Applying economic
model predictive control to this problem explicitly attempts
to minimize the number of beds used in execution.
Note that our work here is not the first to study the
problem of quarantine management for models of biological
disease. Typical works from the pre-existing literature study
quarantine management problems for mean-field epidemic
models, and model a node being in quarantine by adding
an additional compartment to the compartmental spreading
model, which does not interact with any other compartments
(see, e.g., [18], [19] for specific instances). The control
design is done by way of varying the rate at which nodes
transition to the quarantine compartment, with actuating the
rate coming at a given cost. Our model here is similar, in
that our quarantined nodes do not interact with the rest of
the network, and placing the node in quarantine comes at a
cost to the controller. Note, however, that our work here is
the first work which considers quarantine optimization for
stochastic networked epidemics, and in this sense is novel.
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B. An Auxiliary Control Law for Quarantine Optimization
As noted in Section II-C, our control scheme assumes the
existence of an auxiliary control law which always satisfies
the required expectation decay constraint. While specifying
an all-purpose auxiliary control law is outside of the scope
of this paper, we demonstrate here how to construct one for
the quarantining problem, with the hope that it will provide
insight on how to do so in other application areas.
The policy we design for the quarantine problem, which
we refer to as the total quarantine policy, removes nodes
which are either exposed to or infected by the disease at
each time that the state of the process is observed. Intuitively,
this is a mathematical model for what is implemented in the
event of a serious disease outbreak (e.g., the response to the
Ebola epidemic of 2014 [56]). This procedure is guaranteed
mathematically to eliminate the contagion from the network
exponentially quickly provided the control horizon is suffi-
ciently long, as we show in the following result.
Theorem 6 (Convergence of Total Quarantine Policy)
Suppose ηi and δi are distinct for all i P V , choose r ă
mintηi, δiu for all i, and∆t to satisfy
logpmaxtδi, ηiuq ´ logp|ηi ´ δi|q
mintδi, ηiu ´ r
ď ∆t, (25)
for all i P V . Suppose further that at each t P T∆t, an action
from the total quarantine policy utot,
utotpXq fi
#
ai “ 1, @i s.t.X
E
i `X
I
i ą 0,
ai “ 0, @i s.t.X
E
i `X
I
i “ 0,
(26)
is applied and held constant until time t ` ∆t. Then, the
evolution of the SEIV process satisfies
EutotrℓpXpt`∆tqq|Xptqs ď ℓpXptqqe
´r∆t (27)
for allXptq P X , and each t P T∆t.
Proof : See Appendix H. ˝
Note that the statement requiring ηi and δi to be distinct
is one of explanatory convenience. In particular, our analysis
relies on solving a particular system of linear ordinary differ-
ential equations, of which ηi and δi are the eigenvalues. By
requiring that they be distinct, we simplify the required proofs
to only having to consider one possible type of solution.
Of course, the analysis can be done just as easily in the
case that δi “ ηi. However, the principle components of the
argument are the same, and thus are left out of the paper.
It should also be noted that the sampling time bound given
by (25) is conservative. This inequality was derived for the
express purpose of providing a simple inequality which can
be checked easily, at the expense of applying approximations.
The total quarantine policy analyzed in Theorem 6 is
conservative. It removes more nodes from the network than
is required to eliminate the epidemic exponentially quickly.
The numerical experiments in Section V-D verify that the
proposed EMPC finds actions which are more efficient than
the total quarantine policy.
C. A Method for Optimizing Quarantine Use
We now consider the task of of finding good approximate
solutions to (3). Note that since the SEIV process evolves
on a state space with 4n elements, evaluating the stability
constraint JpX, aq ď 0 precisely is in general difficult. As
such, we use the results developed in Section III to evaluate
the constraint conservatively. In particular, at a state Xp0q
and for a particular control action a, define the function
J¯pXp0q, aq “ ψpXp0q, aq ´ ℓpXp0qqe´r∆t, (28)
where the term ψpXp0q, aq is defined as in Theorem 3. Since
J¯pXp0q, aq ě JpXp0q, aq, it follows that J¯pXp0q, aq ď 0
implies JpXp0q, aq ď 0. Hence, computing an approximate
solution which is feasible to
minimize
aPA
tCpaq | J¯pXptq, aq ď 0u, (29)
also computes an approximate solution which is feasible
to (3). Note that (29) is itself still not easy to solve: it is
an integer programming problem. While there are relatively
sophisticated methods for solving various classes of integer
programs, they all require the presence of some special
structure to work well, as integer programs are in general
NP-hard. Moreover, even computing suboptimality bounds
for arbitrary integer programming problem is difficult [57],
[58]. As such, we use a randomized multistart search to
approximately solve (29). This is detailed in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Multi-Start Local Descent
Initialization:
1: Define feasible auxiliary solution aaux “ uauxpXptqq;
2: Initialize set of candidate solutions A‹ fi taauxu;
3: Define maximum iteration count kmax;
4: Set k “ 0.
5: Run main program;
Main Program:
1: while k ď kmax do
2: Sample a from distribution with support A;
3: if a is feasible then
4: I fi ti P V | ai “ 1u;
5: if a´ ei is feasible for some i P I then
6: aÐ a´ ei;
7: Go to 3;
8: else
9: A‹ Ð A‹ Y tau.
10: end if
11: else
12: Return a infeasible;
13: end if
14: k Ð k ` 1;
15: end while
16: Return a‹ “ argminaPA‹tCpaqu;
While in general it may take a very long time to find the
optimal solution, it is theoretically guaranteed that Algorithm
1 will find the globally optimal solution of (3) eventually,
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and in finite time, so long as kmax is set to infinity. This
is moreso a nice theoretical guarantee, than a practically
important matter. Of course, the amount of time required to
find a feasible solution of a particular quality will be affected
by the particular choice of sampling distribution, and it is
likely that the optimal solution will not be found for quite
some time. We detail the particular sampling distribution used
in our experiments in Section V-D.
Perhaps most important in practice is that for any con-
sidered candidate action, Algorithm 1 will terminate at a
locally optimal point after at most Opn2q operations, which
can be proven formally by a simple counting argument. This
guarantees that at any given system state, our controller can
do better than random guessing quickly, while not necessarily
guaranteeing that the optimal action will be found. Note that
by no means is this the only sort of algorithm which can
be used here. Rather, this is the simplest approach which has
been found to work well enough to be worth reporting here. It
is expected that in different application domains, researchers
may want to investigate the efficacy of different approaches.
Those interested may want to read up on heuristic algorithms
for integer programming problems (see, e.g., [59], [60]).
D. Numerical Experiments
We simulate the evolution of the SEIV process under
the EMPC defined in Section II-C, using the optimization
method defined in Section V-C with decay rate r “ 0.07 and
∆t “ 0.375, where the candidate solutions for Algorithm
1 are chosen such that exposed and infected nodes are
quarantined independently with probability 0.7, and suscep-
tible and vigilant nodes are quarantined independently with
probability 0.1. All numerical integrations are performed
with Matlab’s implementation of ode45. We compare its
performance against that of the total quarantine base heuristic
given in Section V-B. Representative results of our numerical
study are given in Figure 4, which reports the result of a
simulation of a 200-node Erdo¨s-Reyni random graph with
connection probability 0.6, and spreading parameters chosen
as αi “ 0.1, βij “ 0.1, γij “ 0.1, δi “ 1.25, ηi “ 3.5, and
ξi “ 2, where the parameters are equivalued for all edges and
nodes so as to be able to fully specify the problem considered.
From the convergence plot given in Figure 4a, we see that
while the approximations generated by the solutions of (10)
are somewhat loose at the beginning of the simulation, they
are highly nontrivial by themselves. Moreover, the optimal
upper-bound given by Theorem 3 improves the approxima-
tion further, decreasing the uncertainty of the approximation
by a few units in some cases. At their worst, the optimal
bounds constrain the expectation of the process to within
an interval of approximately 20 nodes, corresponding to
an uncertainty of approximately 10%, with respect to the
number of nodes in the graph. While this suggests that an
ideal controller may be able to attain better performance,
it also suggests that possible improvements are limited. As
time passes, the quality of the approximation improves to the
point where the upper- and lower- approximations converge,
further exemplifying the approximation method’s utility.
(a) Total number of exposed and infected nodes in the spreading
graph under the proposed controller as a function of time. The
shaded red regions give the bounds generated by propagating the
dynamics (10), the open circles indicate the upper-bound on the
expected number of exposed and infected nodes guaranteed by the
controller, the solid black line gives the optimal upper-bound as
computed by Theorem 3, the shaded blue regions give the 98%
confidence intervals generated from estimating the expectation of
the process by producing 10k sample paths of the process via Monte
Carlo simulation, and then computing 1k estimates of the mean via
bootstrap sampling from the simulated trajectories.
(b) Fraction of nodes held in quarantine as a function of time. The
red regions indicate the total fraction of nodes quarantined under the
total quarantine policy, the blue regions indicate the total fraction of
nodes quarantined under the proposed controller. In this particular
simulation, a quarantine is not required at all until the number of
infections in the graph is very small.
Fig. 4: Plots numerically evaluating the performance of the proposed
controller. Figure 4a shows that the proposed controller induces
exponential elimination of the epidemic. Figure 4b demonstrates
that the stochastic optimization method proposed in Algorithm 1 can
significantly reduce the number of nodes required to be quarantine
in order to guarantee the desired elimination rate.
From the cost plot given in Figure 4b, we can see that the
cost of the controller is substantially reduced, with respect
to a comparison against the total quarantine base policy. To
some extent, this provides a mathematical validation of the
opinions expressed by the medical community, which suggest
that quarantining individuals exposed to infectious diseases
is not always required for effective disease control [56]. Of
course, the SEIV model we study here is perhaps too simple
to say anything more concrete.
VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have developed a robust economic model
predictive controller for the mitigation of diseases modeled
by SEIV processes. In addressing this problem, we provided
a novel robust moment closure technique, which guarantees
that the engendered approximations always give rigorous,
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nontrivial upper- and lower- bounds of the processes’ com-
partmental membership probabilities. We have also shown
how to analyze the convergence properties of the proposed
EMPC in order to guarantee that the elimination time of the
process is appropriately small. In so doing, we have provided
a useful step in the process to developing control techniques
for continuous-time stochastic networked epidemics which
provide statistical guarantees about the evolution of the
process. Still, there is much work to be done.
Perhaps an obvious criticism of the basic SEIV model
is that - due to modeling the underlying contact and com-
partment transition processes as Poisson processes - the
holding time distributions for each node’s compartmental
memberships are constricted to be exponential, which may
not be reflective of what is seen in actual diseases. As such,
it would be of particular interest to extend the analysis of the
process presented in this paper to a non-Markovian setting,
such that non-exponential holding time distributions can be
accommodated. It is also of interest to determine which types
of optimization methods work best for controllers designed
for applications in different domains, where the objectives
and epidemic models may be different. In particular, it seems
of interest to extend the framework presented here to the
types of problems which have been studied exclusively in the
mean-field regime. This paper provides a step in the direction
of solving such problems; we believe that continued interest
from the community will lead to interesting solutions.
APPENDIX
A. Derivation of SEIV Expectation Dynamics
Since the integrands of the Itoˆ integrals of (1) are always
finite, the process is square integrable. As such, a conse-
quence of Itoˆ’s lemma is that the expectation operator and
the Itoˆ integral commute (see, e.g., [61, Theorem 3.20]), and
the expectation of the probability measures of the Poisson
processes become the rates of the process. Carrying this
computation through, we may take the expectation of both
sides of (1) to arrive at the integral equations
ErXSi ptqs “
ż t
0
ErXVi phqsαi ´ErX
S
i phqsξi
´
ÿ
jPNi
pErXSi X
E
j phqsβij `ErX
S
i X
I
j phqsγijqdh,
ErXEi ptqs “
ż t
0
ÿ
jPNi
pErXSi X
E
j phqsβij `ErX
S
i X
I
j phqsγijq
´ErXEi phqsδidh,
ErXIi ptqs “
ż t
0
ErXEi phqsδi ´ErX
I
i phqsηidh,
ErXVi ptqs “
ż t
0
ErXIi phqsηi `ErX
S
i phqsξi
´ErXVi phqsαidh.
(30)
Note that only ordinary Riemann integrals remain in (30),
so we may apply the fundamental theorem of calculus (see,
e.g., [62, Theorem 6.20]) to arrive at the system of ordinary,
nonlinear differential equations (2). ˝
B. Two-Sided Multivariate Comparison Lemma
Lemma 2 (Two-Sided Multivariate Comparison Lemma)
Consider a system of differential equations
9x “ fpxq (31)
with x P Rp, f : Rp Ñ Rp, and possessing a unique,
continuously differentiable solution xptq. Suppose f˜ and
˜
f are
Lipschitz continuous vector functions defined onRpˆ2, where
for each component i,
fipzq ď f˜ip
˜
z, z˜q (32)
holds everywhere on the set
Z˜i fi tp
˜
z, z, z˜q P Rppˆ3q |
˜
zi ď zi “ z˜i,
˜
zj ď zj ď z˜j,@j ‰ iu,
and the inequality
˜
fip
˜
z, z˜q ď fipzq (33)
holds everywhere on the set
˜
Zi fi tp
˜
z, z, z˜q P Rppˆ3q |
˜
zi “ zi ď z˜i,
˜
zj ď zj ď z˜j,@j ‰ iu.
Then, the solutions to the system
9˜x “ f˜p
˜
x, x˜q,
9
˜
x “
˜
fp
˜
x, x˜q,
(34)
with initial conditions
˜
xp0q “ xp0q “ x˜p0q, satisfy
xiptq P r
˜
xiptq, x˜iptqs (35)
for all i and t ě 0.
Proof : The proof proceeds by a sequence of contradiction
arguments, which in particular use the fact that the solutions
˜
xptq, xptq, and x˜ptq are continuously differentiable along
with the inequalities (33) and (32) in order to demonstrate
that the inclusions xiptq P r
˜
xiptq, x˜iptqs hold for all i P rps,
and all times t ě 0. Note that the continuous differentia-
bility of the solutions follows immediately from Lipschitz
continuity of the dynamics (see, e.g., [54]).
Suppose for purposes of contradiction that
˜
xptq ď xptq ď
x˜ptq does not hold for all time. That then implies that there is
some t at which either xiptq ą x˜iptq or xiptq ă
˜
xiptq occurs.
Let tc be the first time at which such an event occurs. Suppose
for now that xiptcq ą x˜iptcq occurs; we argue the other case
analogously. By the continuity and differentiability of xi and
x˜i, it then also holds that there exists some time t
´
c such that
t´c ă tc, xipt
´
c q “ x˜ipt
´
c q, and 9xipt
´
c q ą 9˜xipt
´
c q. However,
since it holds that
˜
xipt
´
c q ď xipt
´
c q “ x˜ipt
´
c q, and we have
that
˜
xjpt
´
c q ď xjpt
´
c q ď x˜jpt
´
c q, we have by assumption that
9xipt
´
c q ď 9˜xipt
´
c q. This is a contradiction. The case in which
xiptcq ă
˜
xiptcq occurs can be handled by similar arguments.
This completes the proof. ˝
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C. Proof that the dynamics (6) satisfy Lemma 2
Note that by using a construction such as [31, Section 5],
the SEIV process can be represented as a 4n-dimensional
time-homogeneous Markov process for fixed set of spread-
ing parameters. As such, the compartmental membership
probabilities generated from any particular initial state X
can be represented as sums of states evolving as solutions
to a 4n-dimensional linear system, and so are unique and
continuously differentiable. Likewise, since each term of the
dynamics (6) is a sum of Lipschitz continuous functions, it
follows that the dynamics (6) are also Lipschitz continuous.
It remains to verify that the inequalities required by Lemma
2 are satisfied on the appropriate subsets of the state space.
Choose some node label i P V and some compartmental
label C P L. We wish to show that
max
ξPΞpxq
"
dEξrX
C
i s
dt
*
ď 9˜xCi p
˜
x, x˜q (36)
holds everywhere on
X˜Ci fi tp
˜
x, x, x˜q P RpVˆLqˆ3
|
˜
xCi ď x
C
i “ x˜
C
i ,
˜
xC
1
j ď x
C1
j ď x˜
C1
j , pj, C
1q P V ˆ Lu,
where the set Ξpxq is the set of all probability measures with
first moments xCi “ EξrX
C
i s, and where the term
9˜xCi p
˜
x, x˜q is
a shorthand reference to the dynamics (6). Consider all terms
of the function
dEξrX
C
i s
dt
with positive coefficients; they can
be written as κEξrX
C
i X
C1
j s for some κ ě 0. Each is bounded
above by Fupx˜
C
i , x˜
C1
j q by the Fre´chet inequality (5) for any
measure with expectation x. Likewise, consider all terms of
the function
dEξrX
C
i s
dt
with negative coefficients; they can be
written as κEξrX
C
i X
C1
j s for some κ ď 0. From the Fre´chet
inequality (5), we have κFℓpx˜
C
i ,
˜
xC
1
j q ě κEξrX
C
i X
C1
j s, so
long as x˜Ci “ EξrX
C
i s, which is precisely the case for points
on X˜Ci . Hence, the inequality (36) holds on X˜
C
i , as claimed.
We can show that the inequality
9
˜
xCi p
˜
x, x˜q ď min
ξPΞpxq
"
dEξrX
C
i s
dt
*
holds everywhere on the set
˜
XCi fi tp
˜
x, x, x˜q P RpVˆLqˆ3
|
˜
xCi “ x
C
i ď x˜
C
i ,
˜
xC
1
j ď x
C1
j ď x˜
C1
j , pj, C
1q P V ˆ Lu
by similar arguments, which completes the proof. ˝
D. Proof of Proposition 1
This result relies directly on a well-known comparison
lemma from the theory of monotone dynamical systems, the
Kamke-Mu¨ller lemma (see, e.g. [63]). In its most basic form,
the Kamke-Mu¨ller lemma gives comparisons between the so-
lutions of one dynamical system, evolving from two distinct
initial conditions which satisfy some ordering. However, it
is well known that this type of comparison can be made for
the solutions of two distinct dynamical systems, provided
certain ordering conditions hold. Specifically, the result we
use in this paper is stated as follows, where we have adapted
material from [63, Section 3.1] to the notation used here:
Lemma 3 (Extended Kamke-Mu¨ller Lemma) Let f and g
be Lipschitz continuous vector functions on Rp, and consider
the nonlinear dynamical system
9y “ fpyq
9z “ gpzq.
If for each i, the inequality fip
¯
qq ď gipq¯q holds on
Qi fi
 
p
¯
q, q¯q P Rpˆ2 |
¯
qi “ q¯i,
¯
qj ď q¯j , j ‰ i
(
,
and it holds that ypt0q “ zpt0q, then it also holds that yiptq ď
ziptq for all t ě t0, and all i P rps.
Now, consider taking yT “ rx¯T ,´
¯
xT sT , and zT “
rx˜T ,´
˜
xT sT , and let p “ 4n, where we let each j P r4ns
represent exactly one pi, Cq P V ˆ L. If for each pi, Cq P
V ˆ L, we have that r
¯
fCi p
¯
qq, f¯Ci p
¯
qqs Ď r
˜
fCi pq¯q, f˜
C
i pq¯qs, on
the corresponding set Qj , and p
¯
xp0q, x¯p0qq “ p
˜
xp0q, x˜p0qq,
Lemma 3 implies r
¯
xCi ptq, x¯
C
i ptqs Ď r
˜
xCi ptq, x˜
C
i ptqs for all
pi, Cq P V ˆ L, and for all t ě 0, as claimed. ˝
E. Proof of Theorem 2
It is easy to check that for all nodes i, and all compart-
mental labels C P L fi tS,E, I, V u, we have that
r
¯
fCi p¯
x, x¯q, f¯Ci p¯
x, x¯qs Ď r
˜
fCi p
˜
x, x˜q, f˜Ci p
˜
x, x˜qs,
holds everywhere on X¯Ci Y ¯
XCi as defined in Proposition 1,
which then gives that r
¯
xCi ptq, x¯
C
i ptqs Ď r
˜
xCi ptq, x˜
C
i ptqs holds
for any initial condition
˜
xp0q “ x˜p0q “
¯
xp0q “ x¯p0q “
xp0q, all t ě 0, and all pi, Cq P V ˆ L. Since including the
complement bounding operators still gives valid over- and
under-approximations of the terms of
dErXCi s
dt
on the relevant
subsets of the state space, this certifies that the system (10)
generates solutions which satisfy ErXCi ptqs P r¯
xCi ptq, x¯
C
i ptqs
for all t ě 0, and all pi, Cq P V ˆ L.
To demonstrate that r
¯
xptq, x¯ptqs Ď r0, 1sVˆL holds for
all t, we make an appeal to the continuity of the solutions
p
¯
xptq, x¯ptqq as well the values of 9
¯
x and 9¯x on the sets of
states p
¯
x, x¯q, such that
¯
xCi “ 0 or x¯
C
i “ 1 for some i or C.
Suppose for purposes of contradiction that
¯
xCi ptcq ă 0 for
some time tc. By continuity of
¯
xCi , it must then be the case
that there exists some time t´c ă tc such that ¯
xCi pt
´
c q “ 0
and 9
¯
xCi pt
´
c q ă 0. However, evaluating the expression for 9¯
xCi
with
¯
xCi “ 0, has 9¯
xCi ě 0. This is a contradiction, and as
such, proves that
¯
xCi ptq ě 0 for all t ě 0.
Suppose now that x¯Ci ptcq ą 1 for some finite time tc. By
continuity of x¯Ci ptcq, it must then be the case that there exists
some time t´c ă tc such that x¯
C
i pt
´
c q “ 1 and 9¯x
C
i pt
´
c q ą 0.
However, evaluating the expression for 9¯xCi with x¯
C
i “ 1,
has 9¯xCi ď 0. This is a contradiction, and as such, proves
that x¯Ci ptq ď 1 for all t ě 0. Since each component of the
dynamics (10) is a sum of Lipschitz continuous functions,
they are Lipschitz continuous. This completes the proof. ˝
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F. Proof of Theorem 3
Let ΨG be the set of all possible marginal compartmental
membership probabilities for the graph, i.e.
ΨG fi
#
y P RVˆLě0 |
ÿ
CPL
yCi “ 1,@ i P V
+
(37)
Define Λt as the set of marginal compartmental membership
probabilities permitted by the approximations generated by
integrating the dynamics (10) with initial condition
¯
xp0q “
Xp0q “ x¯p0q over the interval r0, ts, i.e.
Λt fi
 
y P ΨG |y
C
i P r¯
xCi ptq, x¯
C
i ptqs,@i P V , C P L
(
.
Since ℓpXq is a sum of indicator random variables, it
follows that ErℓpXptqq|Xp0qs can take the value ℓpyq for
any y P Λt. By maximizing over all such y, it follows
that ErℓpXptqq|Xp0qs ď maxyPΛttℓpyqu holds, and is tight
because y P Λt. It remains to show that maxyPΛttℓpyqu
evaluates to the right hand side of (14).
To do this, we note that maxyPΛttℓpyqu can be decom-
posed as the sum of the n linear programs
maximize
yiPRLě0
yEi ` y
I
i (38a)
subject to yCi P r¯
xCi , x¯
C
i s,@i P V , C P L (38b)ÿ
CPL
yCi “ 1 (38c)
We now solve (38) analytically. By considering the constraint
(38c), we have that at all feasible points of (38) satisfy yEi `
yIi “ 1´y
S
i ´y
V
i . As such, if x¯
E
i ` x¯
I
i and 1´¯
xVi `¯
xSi take
distinct values, only the smaller of the two values is attainable
on the feasible polytope. As the objective is monotonically
increasing in yEi and y
I
i , it then follows that the optimal value
of (38) is bounded above by mintx¯Ei ` x¯
I
i , 1 ´ ¯
xVi ´ ¯
xSi u.
Noting that the program (38) is guaranteed to be feasible
since the interval constraints (38b) are generated so as to
contain the true underlying marginal probabilities, we can
finish the argument by showing that there exists a feasible
point which attains the value mintx¯Ei ` x¯
I
i , 1´ ¯
xVi ´ ¯
xSi u.
Suppose that x¯Ei ` x¯
I
i ą 1 ´ ¯
xVi ´ ¯
xSi . It follows that
x¯Ei ` x¯
I
i ` ¯
xVi ` ¯
xSi ą 1, from which feasibility of (38) and
the fact that ySi and y
V
i are lower bounded by ¯
xSi and ¯
xVi
(respectively) implies that there exists a yi such that y
E
i `
yIi “ 1 ´ ¯
xVi ` ¯
xSi . This point attains the value mintx¯
E
i `
x¯Ii , 1´¯
xVi ´¯
xSi u. The case in which x¯
E
i ` x¯
I
i ď 1´¯
xVi ´¯
xSi
can be handled by similar arguments. This ends the proof.˝
G. Proof of Theorem 4
Our argument proceeds by demonstrating that the sequence
of controls realized by the proposed EMPC method induce
the desired decay property. Principally, the proof relies on
an induction, and an application of the tower property of
conditional expectations [64, Proposition 13.2.7].
We have by construction that the inequality
Euaux rℓpXpt`∆tqq|Xptqs ď ℓpXptqqe
´r∆t (39)
holds. Since the optimization routine will only pass back
solutions which satisfy the stability constraint, as it will at
worst pass back the action taken by the auxiliary policy, we
have that
Eumpc rℓpXpt`∆tqq|Xptqs ď ℓpXptqqe
´r∆t (40)
holds as well. We use this in an induction to prove the
inequality demanded by the theorem’s statement. Take
Eumpc rℓpXp∆tqq|Xp0qs ď ℓpXp0qqe
´r∆t (41)
as a base for induction, and for an induction hypothesis that
Eumpc rℓpXpk∆tqq|Xp0qs ď ℓpXp0qqe
´rk∆t (42)
holds for some arbitrary positive integer k. We now show
that this implies that
Eumpc rℓpXppk ` 1q∆tqq|Xp0qs ď ℓpXp0qqe
´rpk`1q∆t.
By expanding the conditioning in accordance with the
tower property of conditional expectation [64, Proposition
13.2.7], we have that the identity
Eumpc rℓpXppk ` 1q∆tqq|Xp0qs
“ Eumpc rErℓpXppk ` 1q∆tqq|Xpk∆tq, Xp0qs
(43)
holds. From definition, we have the inequality
Eumpc rℓpXppk`1q∆tqq|Xpk∆tq, Xp0qs ď ℓpXpk∆tqqe
´r∆t,
which when applied to the identify (43) gives
Eumpc rErℓpXppk ` 1q∆tqq|Xpk∆tq, Xp0qss
ď Eumpc rℓpXpk∆tqq|Xp0qse
´r∆t.
Now, the induction hypothesis (42) yields the inequality
Eumpc rℓpXppk ` 1q∆tqq|Xp0qse
´r∆t ď ℓpXp0qqe´rpk`1q∆t,
which shows that (16) holds for any t P T∆t. Noting that
this final inequality is tight in the case where (15) is tight at
every sampling time completes the proof. ˝
H. Proof of Theorem 6
The essence of this proof is in demonstrating that the
total quarantine policy induces sufficient negative drift in the
process so as to guarantee the expectation decay stated in
the theorem’s hypothesis. To accomplish this, we analyze
the evolution of the upper-bounds on the compartmental
membership probabilities for node i and compartments E
and I. Writing their dynamics down from (6) with βij and
γij set to 0 for all j, we have that the linear system
9¯xEi “ ´δix¯
E
i ,
9¯xIi “ δix¯
E
i ´ ηix¯
I
i ,
(44)
describes the behavior of the approximating system under the
total quarantine policy. Using standard solution techniques
from the theory of linear ordinary differential equations to
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solve (44) with initial conditions x¯Eptq and x¯Iptq and ηi, δi
distinct gives the solutions:
x¯Ii p∆t|tq ` x¯
E
i p∆t|tq “
x¯Ii ptqe
´ηi∆t `
ηi
ηi ´ δi
x¯Ei ptqe
´δi∆t ´
δi
ηi ´ δi
x¯Ei ptqe
´ηi∆t.
Because we observe the state Xptq at each sampling time
t P T∆t, we have only two possible initial conditions for each
i : x¯Ei ptq “ 1 and x¯
I
i ptq “ 0 or x¯
E
i ptq “ 0 and x¯
I
i ptq “ 1.
In the first case, we need to verify that there exists some
r ą 0 and ∆t which satisfy the decay constraint
ηi
ηi ´ δi
e´δi∆t ´
δi
ηi ´ δi
e´ηi∆t ď e´r∆t. (45)
By assuming ηi ą δi ą r rearranging terms, approximating
the resulting inequality, and taking logarithms, we get
lnpηiq ´ lnpηi ´ δiq
δi ´ r
ď ∆t. (46)
Similarly, by assuming δi ą ηi ą r, we get the inequality
lnpδiq ´ lnpδi ´ ηiq
ηi ´ r
ď ∆t. (47)
Considering both inequalities together verifies that the in-
equality stated by the theorem’s hypothesis, i.e.
lnpmaxtηi, δiuq ´ lnp|ηi ´ δi|q
mintηi, δiu ´ r
ď ∆t (48)
suffices to demonstrate that when (44) is initialized with
x¯Ei ptq “ 0 and x¯
I
i ptq “ 1, we satisfy the desired exponential
decay inequality. In the case where x¯Ei ptq “ 1 and x¯
I
i ptq “ 0,
we have that the exponential decay inequality is satisfied for
any t, and all r ă ηi, which is implied by the inequality
claimed by the hypothesis.
Recollecting our argument, we see that for r and ∆t
satisfying (48), we have the decay inequality
x¯Ei p∆t|tq ` x¯
I
i p∆t|tq ď px¯
E
i ptq ` x¯
I
i ptqqe
´r∆t.
By summing over all of the nodes in the network, we get
nÿ
i“1
x¯Ei p∆t|tq ` x¯
I
i p∆t|tq ď
˜
nÿ
i“1
x¯Ii ptq ` x¯
E
i ptq
¸
e´r∆t
which since ℓpXptqq “
`řn
i“1 x¯
I
i ptq ` x¯
E
i ptq
˘
and
ErℓpXpt`∆tqq|Xptqs ď
`řn
i“1 x¯
I
i p∆t|tq ` x¯
E
i p∆t|tq
˘
hold,
together imply
EutotrℓpXpt`∆tqq|Xptqs ď ℓpXptqqe
´r∆t
which was sought. This concludes the proof. ˝
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